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We came up with a new collection of realistic 
Roosters with an exciting project to go with it. 
We started with 10 jumbo realistic Roosters in 
two different sizes each. The sizes are 
8”x 6.75” and 7”x 5.75”. Each Rooster is 
hand digitized and would look great on 
whatever project you decide to embroider it 
on. For our project I wanted to avoid a typical 
quilt so we went in a completely different 
direction. We designed 4 different quilt corners 
consisting of 9 blocks each. The blocks are 
embroidered in a unique way by using batting 
during the embroidery process. Once each block 
is finished they are stitched together to form a 
beautiful corner. We don’t add the Rooster to 
the quilt until the end. We actually Stitch the 
Rooster right over the seams for a beautiful 
effect. The complete instructions for the 
projects are included on the following pages. 
We hope you enjoy recreating these projects as 
much as we enjoyed designing them.
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RoostersRoosters
60 Designs total- Rooster designs come in sizes 8”x 6.75” and 7”x 5.75”.Quilt 

blocks come in 5”x 5” and 6”x 6” sizes.
Note: Not all designs are shown

hdroo1a
6.8” x 6.8”
hdroo1b

5.8”x 5.8”

hdroo2a
6.2” x 8.1”
hdroo2b
5.3”x 7”

hdroo3a
6.8” x 6.8”
hdroo3b

5.8”x 5.8”

hdroo4a
6.8” x 8.3”
hdroo4b
5.8”x 7”

hdroo5a
6.6” x 8.2”
hdroo5b
5.6”x 7”

hdroo6a
8.2” x 6.6”
hdroo6b
7”x 5.6”

hdroo7a
6.8” x7.5”
hdroo7b
5.8”x6.4”

hdroo8a
5.6” x 8.9”
hdroo8b

4.8”x 7.7”

hdroo9a
6.3” x 8”
hdroo9b

5.3”x 6.7”

hdroo10a
6.3” x 8”
hdroo10b
5.3”x 6.7”

Includes Quilt Blocks and Border Blocks


